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Mcommer ce sales on iPhon e catch up to
iPad for fir st time: r epor t
April 18 , 2016

Mobile trans actions continue to grow

By CHANT AL T ODE

For the first time, online sales on the iPhone which have been growing steadily caught up with purchases completed
on the iPad during the first quarter of 2016, according to new data from Bizrate Insights.

T he iPad was once the primary driver, by and far, for mcommerce sales, but its share of sales has been declining
for several years. At the same time, the volume of sales taking place on an iPhone has been growing, resulting in
each device posting a 36 percent share of online sales made on a mobile device in the first quarter.
"Once the lion's share of online purchases on mobile, tablets are still declining as a percentage of online sales;
meanwhile smartphones continue capturing a larger piece of the pie," said Hayley Silver, vice president at Bizrate
Insights, a division of Connexity.
IPad loses ground
Bizrate also found that Android accounted for 28 percent of mcommerce sales during the first quarter.
Overall, mobile sales as a percentage of online sales continue to grow, but desktop still accounts for a significant
majority.
T he iPad has been losing ground in mcommerce sales as interest in the device has waned.
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T he Body Shop UK's in-app loyalty program
T he findings point to how consumers are becoming increasingly comfortable purchasing on smartphones.
T he results suggest that retailers are doing a better job at uncovering the best tactics for driving conversions on
smaller smartphone screens.
Pulling out all stops
Retailers continue to pull out all the stops to enhance the shopping experience on smartphones, recognizing that this
is where consumers are spending much of their time these days.
A number of trends are supporting higher smartphone sales.
For example, the options for placing an order for food or hard goods on mobile and then picking up the purchase at
the store are accelerating quickly.
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Staples' app users can add available rewards items to their mobile shopping carts
Retailers are also taking better advantage of data mining capabilities to deliver personalized offers to smartphone
users.
A bigger focus on loyalty is also driving mobile sales.
T he Body Shop UK recently said it is integrating its loyalty program into its shopping application, enabling users to
view and spend rewards points (see story).
Better applications
A number of big retailers have unveiled significant application updates designed to drive sales.
Staples is fueling mobile sales by updating its application to include sneak peeks of weekly advertisements and push
notifications to alert users when loyalty rewards become available (see story).
Retailers are also streamlining the checkout experiencer to make it easier for shoppers to complete a purchase, for
example, by integrating mobile payments.
While a number of retailers have integrated Apple Pay, Visa Checkout and other payments solutions with the goal of
enhancing online sales, some are going a step further.
Supermarket chain T esco recently rolled out its own branded mobile payments application while Walmart launched
payments inside its app earlier this year.
Retailers also continue to improve mobile merchandising.
British retailer Missguided is focusing on a T inder-like swiping experience for its new mcommerce application, a
strategy that could become more popular as the image-focused feature fits well for younger shoppers (see story).
Sephora is bringing live 3D facial recognition to the existing Virtual Artist feature on its application and Web site,
enabling users to view themselves moving in real time with the digital makeup (see story).
Beyond online sales, Bizrate Insight's data also underscores mobile's role in omni-channel shopping, with 21
percent using mobile devices to assist their in-store experience.
"But retailers beware almost two-thirds of mobile shoppers use their devices while in your store to look for discounts
and better prices at competitors," Ms. Silver said.
"Furthermore, 58 percent compare your in-store prices and coupons with your online prices and coupons so be
consistent," she said.
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